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“At the end of 
the day, we got 
a credible result 
that was more 
analytically 
sound in less 
than half the 
time”

Joint Chiefs of Staff

Decision Lens is a cloud-based software solution delivering the complete 

process for identifying, prioritizing, analyzing, and measuring which 

investments, projects, and resources will deliver the highest returns. 

Decision Lens combines valuable organizational data with experts’ 

judgements to establish priorities in an efficient, intelligent framework. 

Decision Lens’ streamlined and automated solution saves organizations 

countless hours and dollars while simultaneously providing the optimal 

value for your investments. Competency areas include: IT Modernization, 

Workforce Planning/Allocation, Budget Allocation/POM decisions, Risk/

Trade off Analysis, and Investment Prioritization.

The Intelligent Portfolio

• Save time through an efficient  and repeatable process 

to quickly collaborate with key stakeholders.

• Align resources to the highest value projects.

• Instantly re-allocate resources as priorities and funding 

change. 

Visualize performance on key decision drivers 
and define the trade space

Optimize financial and human resources with 
multi-year planning capabilities
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Federal Customer Profiles 

Customs and Border Patrol (CBP) 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA)

U.S. Department of Homeland Security HQ S&T

United States Coast Guard (USCG)

Resource Allocation, Workforce Management, Facilities Management

IT, Finance, Strategy, and Security Operations Planning

Facility Planning and Budget Optimization

Strategic Planning and Resource Optimization

CBP uses Decision Lens to assist with their budget and resource allocation - PPBE/RAP Process, as 

well as Human Resources, Workforce Management decisions, and management of CBP Facilities and 

Assets.

TSA uses Decision Lens to support budget and resource allocation - PPBE/RAP, IT prioritization, and 

general strategy planning across the enterprise working closely with OCFO and OCIO. 

DHS headquarters S&T (Science and Technology) uses Decision Lens to prioritize projects related to 

S&T across DHS with component level Integrated Product Teams (IPT’s) and Sub-IPT levels.  This 

process provides transparency of gaps across DHS in support of the Secretary.

The USCG uses Decision Lens across its entire headquarters for POM budgeting, IT portfolio 

prioritization, vendor selection, continuing education, and safety decisions. Specifically, Decision Lens 

is used extensively in two out of the seven resource councils. 


